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Arctic 
Sound 
wins 
his
Group 3
at 
Newmarket
under 
Silvestre
de Sousa

HEN Arctic Sound crossed the

winning line in the Group 3

Tattersalls Stakes on September 27,

the colt not only completed a

double century of 200 winners for Mark Johnston in

2018, he also landed Kingsley Park’s eighth such

double century within a period of 10 years.

And just for good measure, the double century

was recorded in record time, entirely fitting during a

season in which Mark was confirmed as the

winningmost trainer in British Turf history.

As our table reveals, the 200-mark has been

achieved before the onset of October only twice by

Mark and his team. The first time the milestone was

reached so quickly was in 2014, when Hamdan al

Maktoum’s juvenile Intikhab colt, Kifaaya, won a

Bath nursery over 10 furlongs for Dane O’Neill on

September 29.

So when Arctic Sound raced to his first Pattern

race success in the hands of Silvestre de Sousa on

September 27 to complete Kingsley Park’s domestic

double century, he set the seal on a new record time

for such an achievement to have been accomplished.

Mark became the first Flat trainer to amass 200

domestic winners in a season in 2009. Very few other

trainers have managed to pass that milestone at all,

far less establish a consistent pattern of so doing. 

These are statistics of which all at Kingsley Park

can be rightly proud, but with three months of the

year still to go, the big question is what figure will be

entered in that vacant box in our table for ‘Total

British Wins’ in 2018.

In the last 10 seasons, Kingsley Park has achieved

an average of 15 winners in October. With just

‘average’ success this month, Mark will be on target

to set a personal best for total British wins in a year.

Can he do it? It’ll be fun watching our horses try to

deliver.

200 UP - IN RECORD TIME YEAR

TOTAL

BRITISH

WINS

2009 216

2010 211

2012 215

2013 216`

2014 207

2015 204

2017 215

2018 -
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INGSLEY PARK landed

the Group 3 Tattersalls

Stakes at Newmarket on

September 27 with an

impressive victory by

Arctic Sound, and in doing so made it

another double century of wins in a year

for the yard, writes JOHN SCANLON.

It was Mark Johnston’s second

successive triumph in the race, with last

year’s renewal having been won by

Elarqam.

The Poet’s Voice colt, owned by Mr

Saeed Bin Mohammed Al Qassimi, a

new owner to the yard this year, went

into the race on the back of an

impressive win in a nursery at

Doncaster’s St Leger meeting. Ridden

by James Doyle, Arctic Sound came

from last to first on Town Moor,

rounding his field stylishly to score by a

length and a quarter.

Expectation

Formerly classed as a Listed event,

the Tattersalls Stakes was promoted to

Group 3 level in 2000. This year’s

contest attracted a field of seven runners.

The 2.6m gns Dubawi colt, Prince Eiji,

was having his second start, while

Cardini and Bye Bye Hong Kong

represented the Champagne Stakes form,

having finished third and fifth behind

Too Darn Hot at Doncaster. Silvestre de

Sousa took the ride on Arctic Sound.

With Arctic Sound drawn on the

stands’ rail, there was some expectation

that Silvestre might seek to make the

running. The opposite turned out to be

true, as Arctic Sound missed the break

and appeared to be struggling to go the

pace set by Cardini in the early stages.

Forced to race in rear as he adjusted to

the early pace, Arctic Sound was nursed

into the race by Silvestre. As at

Doncaster, the colt was angled out by

the champion jockey to come wide of

the field as they raced towards the ‘dip’.

He stayed on really strongly to take the

lead inside the final furlong, and kept on

well to score by a length from Bye Bye

Hong Kong, with Prince Eiji a length

and a quarter back in third. 

Mark was delighted by the colt’s

performance. 

Arctic plays it

K
“He ran really well last time, but that

was a bit of a recovery mission after he

had disappointed before that at

Salisbury,” he told the Klarion. 

“This was us trying to get back on

track at Pattern level, and he’s seen it out

well. Silvestre said his blind got stuck in

his bridle which explains why he was

slowly away, but he was struggling to go

that pace early on anyway.”

Quizzed about the horse’s future,

Mark was undecided as to future plans. 

“From what we’ve seen today, he’s

going to want every inch of a mile next

year, and probably even further,” he

said.

“It’s a question of whether we go for

those early mile races or wait until May

for the mile and a quarter races.

Something like the Dante might suit.”

Arctic Sound is the third runner and

winner out of the Listed Empress Stakes

winner Polar Circle. He was bought by

Mark for 36,000gns as part of Book 3 of

Tattersalls October Yearling Sales last

autumn. 

HE dam is a half-sister to Ocean

Ridge, the Group 2 Prix Robert

Papin winner who also finished

second in the Group 1 Coronation Stakes

and the Group 2 Matron Stakes and

Cherry Hinton Stakes. 

In the aftermath of the race, Arctic

Sound was quoted at 50/1 for next year’s

2,000 Guineas by Paddy Power. Time

will tell whether that race turns out to be

a realistic target, but, in the meantime,

Arctic Sound has already won four times

and has earned just short of £53,000 in

prize-money.

. . . and it means another double century!

OWNERS
200TH 

WINNER
DATE

Sheikh Hamdan bin

Mohammed
Corsica Oct 23

Hamdan al Maktoum Jibaal Oct 15

Mrs S Bianco and

Miss J Bianco
Alta Lilea Oct 9

Sheikh Hamdan bin

Mohammed
Hartnell Oct 25

Hamdan al Maktoum Kifaaya Sept 29

Paul Dean Kingsley Klarion Nov 19

Kingsley Park 5 Celestation Oct 20

Saeed bin

Mohammed Al

Qassimi

Arctic Sound Sept 27
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